KABUL - According to the International Organization for Migration (IOM), half of the population of Afghanistan has either left the country, returned, or internally displaced during the last five years. In a survey conducted by IOM, the situation of migrants, returnees, and IDPs have been assessed in 15 vulnerable provinces of Afghanistan’s 34 provinces. The report suggests that 1.8 million Afghans have returned to Afghanistan from foreign countries and more than 772 thousand people have fled the war-torn country. In addition, more than 1.2 million Afghans have either left the country, repatriated, or displaced in last 5 years.

Half of Afghan Population Migrated, Repatriated or Displaced in Last 5 Years

Navy SEAL to Receive Medal of Honor for Leading Assault on Snowy Afghanistan Mountaintop

WASHINGTON - A Navy SEAL who led a mission to rescue a stranded teammate while engaging in a firefight “against the toughest and more heavily armed enemy force” on a snow-covered mountaintop in Afghanistan is set to be awarded the Medal of Honor. The White House announced Monday that President Trump will present the award to Master Chief Special Warfare Operator Britt Slabinski on May 24.

On March 4, 2002, the now-retired SEAL was in charge of a reconnaissance team that was assigned to a snow-covered 10,000-foot peak in the Middle Eastern country to support a coalition offensive against Al Qaeda in the valley below, the White House said. But as members of Slabinski’s team were setting up their position, they came under fire from enemy fighters hidden in the area. One of his teammates fell out of a helicopter, which ended up crash landing in the snow.

1.3 Million People Register to Vote Since Call for Elections

I did not go to school when the explosion happened, my father asked me to stay at home,” said one student Sadullah, in Kabul. “People feel fear, some people prefer not to go to school, they say the government does not provide security,” said another resident, Rashid.}

Bowlers Guide Sunrisers to another Win in IPL

NEW DELHI - Sunrisers Hyderabad (SRH) beat Royal Challengers Bangalore (RCB) by five runs in the Indian Premier League (IPL) on Monday night to stay on top of the table.

Despite a surprisingly sloppy bowling performance by Sunrisers, the bowling attack once again inspired them to victory. Some exceptional bowling gatecrashed RCB’s party with 146, Sunrisers bowlers were once again right on the money and stopped RCB’s batsmen.

Defending a below par total of 146, Sunrisers bowlers were once again inspired and stranded RCB’s batsmen. Bowlers like Medium-fast bowler Bhuvneshwar Kumar, left-arm seamer T Natarajan, left-arm spinner Kuldeep Yadav, and leg-spinner Rashid Khan again inspired Sunrisers to a win.
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